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IN MEMORIAM

HERB POHL
Spring began on a sad note with
the passing of long time NJMA
member Herbert Pohl. Herb died
on May 1, 2016. Herb served as
NJMA president in 1997 and 1998,
and was chair of our book sales
until this year. Herb and his wife
Ursula were also very active in
the North American Mycological
Association (NAMA), for which
Herb served as treasurer at the
time of his death. I always felt a
kinship with Herb. Like me, he
had followed his wife into the
woods in her pursuit of fungi,
only to discover he enjoyed this
quirky community devoted to
learning about mushrooms.
We will miss Herb’s good sense,
service, and friendship.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
As we start foray season, I want to brieﬂy acquaint you
with the history of NJMA’s Raymond Fatto/Eugene H.
Varney herbarium and encourage you to contribute to
it. In the club’s early days, as members were struggling
to learn fungal taxonomy, they had the good fortune to
receive guidance from Rutgers professor Dr. Eugene H.
Varney. Among his many contributions over the years,
Dr. Varney urged members to create a club herbarium,
in which well-documented, properly dried specimens of
macro-fungi would be stored for future scientiﬁc study.
Rutgers Chrysler Herbarium has been the guest home
of the NJMA Herbarium since the ﬁrst specimen was
placed in the herbarium on January 31, 1978. A
herbarium requires strict humidity and temperature
control to preserve specimens over many years. We are
very grateful to Rutgers for allowing us to use this space.
Dorothy Smullen and Bob Peabody took the lead in
making this happen, and Dorothy continues as the chair
of our Herbarium Committee. Over the intervening 38
years, the Herbarium Committee has preserved nearly
3000 specimens, mostly from New Jersey.
Our herbarium records will soon become available to
researchers all over the world. With the help of many
volunteers, the Herbarium Committee has converted
the meticulously maintained paper records of the
NJMA Herbarium to electronic ﬁles. We expect to have
these records posted on MycoPortal (www.mycoportal.org) in the near future. is will make our
herbarium specimens available for study by researchers.
Your participation in our forays contributes to the NJMA
Herbarium. Much of the material preserved in our
herbarium has been collected on our forays over the
years. Last year, the great majority of about 100 specimens added to the herbarium came from forays. A fascinating thing about this hobby is that careful observations
by people like us, with no formal training and limited
collecting experience, can be useful to scientists. I
personally ﬁnd it very cool when one of us collects something on a club foray that excites a scientist who has been
studying these organisms for years. is doesn’t happen
often, but I have seen it happen enough to convince me
that our herbarium has real scientiﬁc value.
By the time you read this in early July, our main
summer/fall collecting season will be in high gear. As
usual, the schedule includes some new locations. I
would like to bring four of these to your attention.
Rancocas Nature Center and State Park, Burlington
County – July 10, 2016. We are returning to the Nature
Center after a hiatus of several years. e State Park is a
new area for us. Its mature, river-bottom forest, which
is unlike any other place on our foray schedule, looks
like a promising place to collect.

Ted Stiles Preserve at Baldpate Mountain – Mercer
County – July 17, 2016. Baldpate Mountain is the most
southwestern ridge of the Sourlands Mountains which
extend about 30 miles east from the Delaware River at
Lambertville. e Ted Stiles Preserve contains stands of
older mixed forest, as well as areas that were ﬁelds as
recently as 70 years ago.
State Line Lookout of the Palisades Interstate
Parkway, Bergen County – August 14, 2016. Bergen
County parks do not allow collection of fungi, and to my
knowledge NJMA has never held a foray in Bergen
County. Kudos to Bob Saunders for arranging and leading
this foray in a unique area overlooking New York City.
New Jersey Forest Resource Education Center
(FREC) – Ocean County – October 8, 2016. FREC
propagates seedlings of native trees that are eventually
planted throughout New Jersey. It also oﬀers a broad
range of educational programs dedicated to enhancing
awareness and understanding of forest resources.
Located within the Pinelands National Reserve at the
headwaters of the Toms River, we look forward to
collecting in the Center’s diverse habitat comprised of a
pine/oak upland forest with riparian maple and black
gum forests along the streams.
I look forward to seeing you on one of our forays this
summer and throughout the fall.
– John Burghardt
President, New Jersey Mycological Association
609-651-2728

Visit the NJMA
Discussion Group
....

http://tinyurl.com/jjualgz

WELCOME TO THE
ONLINE EDITION OF NJMA NEWS

For the great majority of you who are viewing the online PDF of this
newsletter, please note that most web links and email addresses
are clickable. Clicking on a blue web or email address will launch
your web browser and take you to the specified page or open your
email software so you can send an instant email. Just look for the “click
finger” when you hover your mouse over these items.
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FUNGUS
FESTIVITIES

ATTEND THE NJMA
CULINARY GROUP PICNIC
SATURDAY, AUGUST 13
For all food-loving NJMA members who like to cook,
NJMA’s Culinary Group is having a Jacques Pepininspired “pique-nique” on Saturday, August 13th at
Harry Dunham Park in Basking Ridge beginning at
1:00pm, rain or shine.
e event will feature many courses of delicious food
using recipes from Jacques Pepin’s Table and his
other books.
We look forward to you bringing an appetizer, salad,
main course or dessert based on a recipe from the books.
Let us know ASAP what recipe you would like to
prepare so that we can coordinate the menu. If you need
help selecting a recipe, let us know your level of cooking
experience and we will match you with a choice of
appropriate recipes.

Our Fungus Fest has been scheduled for
Sunday, September 25 at the Frelinghuysen
Arboretum in lovely Morristown, NJ. Fungus
Fest is NJMA’s most important public relations event of the year, and we could really
use your help. At Fungus Fest, we showcase
the wonders of the 5th Kingdom: a beautiful
slime mold slide presentation, mushroom
identification tables, a cultivation display,
culinary demos, mushroom dyeing, a beginners identification workshop, a hands-on
paper making demo and some fungalrelated vendors are all part of the fun. We
recruit many new members during Fungus
Fest, and bring in donations to help fund our
speakers and activities during the rest of the
year. Come help out and reconnect with old
friends and make some new ones.

Expect to have a grand afternoon sampling delicious
foods and sharing a fun time with new and old friends.
Alcoholic beverages are not allowed at this public
facility, but delicious drinks will be available.
We all share the cost of the ingredients and a nominal
fee for use of the pavilion facilities.
Space is limited and reservations are a must.
Please RSVP to Marja van Ouwerkerk by August 1st.
(pamarjavo@gmail.com).
We look forward to having you join us.
– e NJMA Culinary Committee:
Marja van Ouwerkerk, Faith Perrin,
Bob Hosh, Ed Field, and Jim Richards

Please contact Liz Broderick, this year’s
chairperson, if you are available to help set
up from 10:00am to 1:00pm on Saturday,
September 24 or to help at Fungus Fest on
Sunday, September 25 from 9:00am to
5:00pm. This event depends heavily on
volunteers, and some of our longtime
members are no longer able to help out, so
WE NEED YOU!
You can contact Liz at

medhead72@comcast.net
Reprinted from The Potomac Sporophore, newsletter of the
Mycological Association of Washington, January 2016.
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FUN WITH FUNGUS

A REPORT ON THE SHIITAKE MUSHROOM
OUTDOOR CULTIVATION WORKSHOP
by Gemma Pescevich

It was indeed a “fun-gi” thing to do in picture perfect
weather during the June 4th outdoor Shiitake mushroom
cultivation workshop. For growing Shiitake mushrooms
(Lentinula edodes), cultivation on logs, or “bolts”, is the
most common method. e process is fairly simple. Ray
Pescevich, Cultivation Chair, is an accomplished
grower, a minimalist, and he is having fun teaching
Shiitake enthusiasts eﬀective cultivation techniques,
providing insights on how to do it and sharing some
advice we have learned along the way.

PHOTO BY GEMMA PESCEVICH

PHOTO BY GEMMA PESCEVICH

e workshop covered supplies: logs (three to four feet
long, four to six inches in diameter), sawdust spawn
(which is economical and oﬀers the fastest spawn run
for the certiﬁed organic mycelium that we use), a high

speed drill bit, food grade cheese wax, dauber or foam
paint brushes, and safety gear. Every participant learned
the importance of having fresh logs for inoculation
because they have high moisture content and little or no
competing wild fungi, which are two important factors
for successful mushroom cultivation. e sapwood is
the primary part of the log that the fungus will colonize.
Shiitake mushrooms can be picky about the tree that
they like to eat! Tree species will depend upon what you
have available in your woodlot and what sort of forest
management plan you have. In general, hardwoods like
oak and sugar maple perform best. We use logs of
White Oak, as they are the gold standard of the tree
species. e inoculation method was as easy as setting
logs in a simple jig (guide) and using an ergonometric
palm plunger. Workshop participants had fun during
the inoculation process: Applying a thin layer of liquid
hot wax with a paint brush was so easy and simple. Ray
then showed the class the “laying yard” which is where
log “maintenance” is performed. It is important that the
incubating logs are under year-round shade in order to
keep them from drying out due to sun and wind. e
yard beneath the canopy of a coniferous forest is best.
He also talked about the maintenance of logs and that
fungi will take a year, more or less, to colonize before
fruiting (mushroom formation) begins.
ere was so much interest and enthusiasm in the
workshop that Ray was still receiving calls on the day of
the workshop with inquiries about registration.

PHOTO BY GEMMA PESCEVICH

From the participants’ survey results, everyone had
enjoyed the outdoors and a big dose of “vitamin D”
while gaining knowledge, tasting a delicious, yummy
shiitake pate, and then leaving with their own inoculated white oak logs to fruit at home.
NJMA NEWS
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WHAT DO MARIE ANTOINETTE
AND MUSHROOM CULTIVATION
HAVE IN COMMON?
TINA ELLOR AT NJMA’S APRIL MEETING
reported by Liz Broderick

Tina Ellor, the technical director of Phillips Mushroom
Farms, was the featured speaker for our April 10
meeting. With a degree in Plant Pathology from the
University of Maine and three decades of experience in
the Pennsylvania mushroom industry, Tina was a knowledgeable and engaging speaker. Her talk, “e
Mushroom Cultivation Project” explored the history of
Agaricus cultivation in the western world, and how
Kennett Square, PA became the “Mushroom Capital of
the World.” As promised, she provided a total “geek-out
on Agaricus growing” that had us laughing while we
learned about the history of mushroom cultivation and
the techniques commercial growers use to grow Agaricus
bisporus, our familiar little white button mushrooms.
Agaricus cultivation originated in Paris around 1638 in
the caves created by the limestone quarries that ran
under the city. ese dark, humid tunnels provided the
perfect environment for mushroom growing with their
stable temperature of about 53 degrees. e abundant
supply of horse manure from local farms was formed
into “cakes” and was the perfect substrate for Agaricus
cultivation. Rows of these cakes lined the caves. Legend
has it that Marie Antoinette was a picky eater, but loved
mushrooms, and by 1770, the royal court of Louis XIV
was using large amounts of fresh Champignons des
Paris to make delicacies for their guests. When Marie
made her infamous “Let them eat cake” proclamation to
the starving citizens of Paris, she may have been referencing to these cakes of “sh_t” which no doubt might
have hastened her trip to the guillotine.
From France, spawn production migrated to England,
although A. bisporus spawn was often contaminated by
rogue fungi and bacteria. In 1901 Dr. Margaret Clay
Ferguson, an American Botanist at Cornell, discovered
a way to purify and expand spawn which revolutionized
mushroom cultivation in the United States. Originally
the A. bisporus that was commercially grown was
brown, but in the 1930s a mutant strain of spawn that
produced the now familiar white button mushrooms
was isolated, and became more popular.
e ﬁrst commercial mushroom farms in the United
States were actually in the Hudson Valley and on Long
Island, but eventually migrated to the bucolic rolling
hills near Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. e Quakers
who settled in Chester County saw that the area’s loamy
soil and moderate climate worked well for all kinds of
farming. Proximity to market and a good labor pool also
helped. William Swayne, a Chester County ﬂorist, gave
the Pennsylvania mushroom industry a jump start. is

innovator and his son decided to use the area under the
benches of his carnation greenhouses to cultivate
button mushrooms. In the early 20th century, Italians
came to the US to work as stonecutters and greenhouse
laborers. ey soon realized the potential for mushroom cultivation and set out to establish their own
farms. is tight-knit community of Italians were
mostly from a small town in Central Italy called
Civitella del Tronco. ey had to band together to buy
farms since the banks refused to lend money to the
immigrants. Tina’s husband’s family, the Cordivanos,
established one of these farms in 1911 that is still functioning today – four generations later. Today the 68
mushroom farms in Pennsylvania produce 63% of all
Agaricus bisporus sold in the United States, and are
valued at over 554.4 million dollars.
Mushrooms are now grown in temperature-controlled
cinderblock structures called Pennsylvania singles or
doubles. Phase 1 of production consists of composting
tons of hay, horse manure, soybean meal, cottonseed
hulls, cocoa beans, gypsum and spent brewers grain
until it ferments and breaks down the organic mater.
e heat produced, and the ammonia in the mixture,
helps to selectively suppress other fungi. Phase 2
involves pasteurizing the compost at 140 degrees for
two hours, spreading the mixture on beds and then
lowering the temperature to 75 degrees before covering
with spawn and peat moss. ose delicious fungi start
sprouting 7-10 days later.
e presentation ended with a discussion of the health
and nutritional beneﬁts of fresh fungi, and a display of
the beautiful variety of cultivated fungi that Phillips has
to oﬀer. As a bonus, Tina also brought along boxes of
spectacular fresh portabellas, shiitakes, creminis, lion’s
manes and oyster mushrooms for our club members to
share. As my family enjoyed portabella burgers for
dinner that night, I had a new appreciation for all the
folks who worked so hard over the years developing
cultivated mushroom. ank you, Tina Ellor, for a
wonderful presentation and for a delicious dinner.
[Tina Ellor and Phillips Mushroom Farms have been
major supporters of NJMA for many years through
generous donations of their beautiful fresh fungi for our
Fungus Fest and Mycophagy.]

Got a mushroom story to tell?
Share your experience with fellow mushroomers!

tell it here!

Send your articles and photos to njmaeditor@gmail.com
NJMA NEWS
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A FEW BITS ABOUT OUR FORAYS
by Nina Burghardt, Foray Chair

Forays have always been the heart of our club. NJMA
started with a group of people who liked collecting,
identifying and eating mushrooms. e forays consisted
of a few people who knew and trusted each other.
Mushrooms were often cooked.

always welcome. Kids always manage to ﬁnd the most
interesting things. If you are bringing a friend who is
not a member to a State Park between Memorial Day
and Labor Day, he/she might be charged the entrance
fee. If you wear your NJMA membership badge, you
will not be charged.
PHOTO BY JIM RICHARDS

Our club has changed, although our main objectives are
still the same. We are a much larger club, we don’t know
all the members. We are much more diverse. In order to
meet in places like the Frelinghuysen Arboretum, we
needed to have nonproﬁt status, but with that has come
certain rules and regulations which we did not have in
the 1970s.
e state and many of our counties have felt the stress
of overpopulation and now require us to ﬁll out scientiﬁc permits to limit where we can pick and the number
of mushrooms we can pick. Many places impose ﬁnes
for picking without a permit.
We use ﬁeld guides and apps to help identify our mushroom ﬁnds in the ﬁeld. More and more, the internet is
becoming an important identiﬁcation tool, but it will
never replace the actual handling and smelling that you
need to do to identify a species. For example, a mushroom might be described as spermatic. e only way
you can recognize this smell is to actually smell the
described smell for yourself and remember it for the
future. e internet is also great for narrowing your
search when you are pretty sure of the genus, but the
species does not seem to ﬁt anything in the ﬁeld guides
or your apps. You can then explore MushroomExpert.com or Gary Emberger’s website,
http://tinyurl.com/nbzqgry (to mention the two I use
the most) or post it on MushroomObserver.com, which
can be useful if anyone actually responds. Some people
who do respond actually know something, while others
are just blowing smoke.
While I am on the subject of the internet, I would ask
you not to post photographs of foray participants
without their permission. No one wants an unﬂattering
photo appearing on the internet, knowing that it will be
there forever. It is also jarring to have someone come up
to you and say “Oh I saw your photo...” when you know
nothing about it. Please respect people’s wishes. If they
do not want a picture taken, don’t take it.
If you want a list of the mushrooms found at a foray,
please let me, John or the foray leader know.

#MUSHROOM ON INSTAGRAM
by Michael B. Heim (michaelbheim@gmail.com, igmichaelbheim)
from an article in CMS newsletter Spores Aﬁeld (June 2016)

Mycophiles! If you are like me, you LOVE Instagram. I
am currently reﬁning my hashtag bank and am
wondering if you could help me out! Why hashtag? In
short, it helps categorize all the photos in your library
and in the larger online photo pool. I use it to ﬁnd likeminded photogs, too. Instagram only allows for up to 30
tags per post. Remember to include #NJMA in the
subject line.
#newjerseymycologicalassociation #njmaorg #mushroomassociation #mycologyclub #allthemushroomhashtags #fungi #funghi #champignon
#champignons #fungiaffair #foraging #foraged
#toadstool #toadstools #mycology #mushroom
#mushrooms
#mushroomspotting
#mushroomhunting #mushroomforaging #mushroomlover
#mycophile #localfood #wildfood #forestlife #understory #woodlands #explore #hiking #ecology
#forestry #biology #ecosystems #outdoorliving
#forestfloor #naturephotography #instanature
#mushroomsofinstagram

In the past, our forays were held rain or shine. is will
continue. We will only cancel a foray if the facility is
closed or if there is a state of emergency and the roads (Editor’s note: I took the liberty, with his approval, of
adapting Michael’s very useful article by replacing the
are closed.
references to CMS with ones appropriate to NJMA. If you
All our forays are open to the public and families are like the article please contact Michael and let him know.)
NJMA NEWS
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CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
Sunday, July 10
10:00am

FORAY: RANCOCAS NATURE CENTER ANd STATE PARK
Westhampton, NJ (Burlington County) Note: Wear long pants; it is tick season!

Sunday, July 17
10:00am

Titusville/Hopewell, NJ (Mercer County)

FORAY: BALdPATE MOUNTAIN – TEd STILES PRESERVE

Sunday, July 24
10:00am

FORAY: STEPHENS STATE PARK, Hackettstown, NJ (Warren County)

July 28 - 31

NEMF SAMUEL RISTICH FORAY
FITCHBURG STATE UNIVERSITY, Fitchburg, MA

Saturday, August 6
10:00am

FORAY: MEAdOwOOd PARK, Mendham, NJ (Morris County)

Saturday, August 13
1:00pm

CULINARY GROUP EVENT:
JACQUES PEPIN-INSPIREd PIQUE-NIQUE
Reservations necessary: Contact Marja vanOuwerkerk (pamarjavo@gmail.com)
See page 3 for details.

Sunday, August 14
10:00am

FORAY: STATE LINE LOOKOUT, Closter, NJ (Bergen County)
Note: is is a new location!
Take Route 80 East (toward NYC). Eventually it merges into Route 95 North (toward the
GW Bridge). As you approach the bridge, watch for signs for Palisades Interstate
Parkway (should be exit 72). Once on the PIP, continue to the exit for the
State Line Lookout. Look for NJMA.

Saturday, August 20
10:00am

FORAY: CATTUS ISLANd COUNTY PARK, Toms River, NJ

Sunday, August 28
10:00am

FORAY ANd GRETE TURCHICK MEMORIAL PICNIC:
STOKES STATE FOREST, KITTLE FIELd PICNIC AREA
e picnic is open to members only. e foray (10:00AM to noon) is open to all.
Bring food to share and your picnic gear. don’t forget your membership badge,
otherwise you will be charged admission at the park entrance.

September 8 - 11

NAMA SHENANdOAH FORAY 2016
Front Royal, VA
Registration for this foray is on the NAMA website. Go to www.nama.org for info.

Sunday, September 25 NJMA FUNGUS FEST 2016 - FRELINGHUYSEN ARBORETUM
10:00am - 4:00pm
Liz Broderick, chair

NJMA News is published bimonthly by the New Jersey Mycological Association.
Annual subscription price is included in NJMA membership annual dues.
Except where noted, articles may be copied or reprinted with credit given to
the author(s) and NJMA News.
Views expressed herein do not imply New Jersey Mycological Association endorsement.
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PINELANDS LICHEN FORAY
by Luke Smithson
For the ﬁrst oﬃcial foray of the year, NJMA hosted a
lichen walk and identiﬁcation session on April 17, 2016.
e foray was organized by several NJMA members
and held at the Rutgers University Pinelands Field
Research Station in New Lisbon, NJ. NJMA member
Dr. Natalie Howe, of Rutgers University, led 17 participants through the pinelands for an hour of collecting,
then for the next several hours we used the ﬁeld
station’s microscope lab to identify our collections.
Dorothy Smullen provided valuable assistance in our
identifying eﬀorts, which resulted in the identiﬁcation
of 15 specimens in total.

PHOTO BY BERNIE KNAUPP, pinebarrensmother@comcast.net

Cladonia chlorophaea, the Pixie Cup lichen

Species identiﬁed:
Cladonia atlantica
Cladonia chlorophaea
Cladonia coniocraea
Cladonia cristatella
Cladonia stepsilis
Cladonia squamosa
Cladonia subtenius
Cladonia uncialis
Flavoparmelia caperata
Parmotrema chinense
Parmotrema hypotopum
Platismatia glauca
Punctelia rudecta
Rimelia reticulata
Usnea cf. hirta
We had a very enthusiastic crowd, ranging from total
beginners to very experienced lovers of lichens. We are
looking forward to another lichen foray next spring and
are considering other areas of New Jersey to see what is
growing out there. If anybody knows of areas outside of
the Pine Barrens that could host a small group (15+/-)
and seems to have a diversity of lichens, please contact
me (njmavp@gmail.com). Facilities need to have a
room with good lighting, work tables and electrical
outlets for microscopes, not to mention access to the
great outdoors. Until then, happy shrooming!

PHOTO BY BERNIE KNAUPP, pinebarrensmother@comcast.net

Cladonia subtenius, the Reindeer Lichen

PHOTO BY BERNIE KNAUPP, pinebarrensmother@comcast.net

Cladonia chlorophaea, the Pixie Cup lichen

PHOTO BY JIM RICHARDS

Dr. Howe reviewing specimens with the group
NJMA NEWS
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RECIPE FILE
Sweet Corn and Chanterelle Succotash
A recipe by Luke Smithson
Succotash is a dish of the Eastern United States and was ﬁrst cooked by the native Americans of this region. It traditionally consists of corn and shell beans, along with a combination of other seasonal vegetables and herbs. ere
are countless variations that can be made and it can be eaten hot or cold. In this variation, we have replaced the
shell beans with Golden Chanterelles, another native of the east coast. Golden Chanterelles have a ﬂowery
fragrance that pairs well with the sweetness of the corn, and both generally appear in our region by early July. e
rest of the vegetables and herbs are variable; whatever is fresh from the garden works. Try diﬀerent varieties of
summer squash, hot peppers, string beans, tomatoes or even diﬀerent types of mushrooms for diverse ﬂavor
combinations. Chanterelles pair well with the more fragrant herbs such as basil and cilantro. Fresh mint would be
great, as well as lemon- or orange-scented thyme. is recipe can be served as a cold salad or a hot vegetable dish.
1 ﬂuid ounce canola oil
1/2 pound chanterelle mushrooms, torn into bite-size pieces
4 ounces string beans, medium dice
1/2 red bell pepper, seeded and medium dice
6 ears sweet corn, shucked and cut from cob
1 small zucchini, medium dice
1 shallot, minced
1 teaspoon Kosher salt
1/8 teaspoon black pepper, ground
1/2 ﬂuid ounce white wine vinegar
1/4 cup parsley, chopped
1/4 cup cilantro, chopped
1/4 cup basil, chopped
• Heat oil in a large sauté pan over mediumhigh heat until oil shimmers. Add
chanterelles and cook for two minutes,
stirring occasionally.
• Add the string beans and peppers and cook
for an additional minute.
• Add corn, zucchini and shallots and cook for
two more minutes, continuing to stir. Do not
overcook; the vegetables are best with a slight
crunch to them (although the chanterelles
should be fully cooked).
• Pour cooked vegetables into a cool pan and
allow them to come to room temperature.
• Season mixture with salt, pepper, vinegar and
chopped herbs. Chill and serve.
NOTE:
If serving hot, season with salt, pepper, vinegar
and herbs at end of cooking time.
Dollop with butter if desired, and enjoy!

PHOTO BY ElIzABETH WYCKOff

Serves 6
NJMA NEWS
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maybe 110 F. After about ten hours I had a coarse meallike product. Once dried, they keep well in an airtight
TASTY LITTLE TIDBITS FROM OUR MEMBERS
container. A spoon or two in soup or spaghetti sauce
adds a lot of ﬂavor. For those who don’t like mushrooms
from Judy Glattstein:
(I haven’t gone far in that direction), they would never
Study ﬁnds fungi, not plant matter, responsible for most know they were in there. I just thought I would share this
carbon sequestration in northern forests:
with you.
http://tinyurl.com/z6wrz4q

BYTES, BITS, & BITES

reply rom Jim Barg to Nels:
from Judy Glattstein:

Queen Elizabeth’s Party Planner:
http://tinyurl.com/gnvt4l7
from e New York Times:

VERRRRY interesting! Can we share this in the
newsletter? If so, I will forward it to Jim Richards, our
editor. I hope all’s well down there!
reply from Nels Anderson to Jim Barg:

Urbani’s Truﬄe Lab opens in NYC
http://tinyurl.com/hatuwsh
from Nels Anderson to Jim Barg:

You can share, absolutely. e mushrooms I used were
previously cleaned, then boiled, cleaned again and
frozen. Once thawed, I just squeezed the excess water
out and put them in a Cuisinart blender. I can send you a
sample if you want.

I tried drying Hen of e Woods several ways without
much success as they get buggy outside and inside they
smell a little. So, I thought I would dry them in the oven from Judy Glattstein:
and then grind them in a food processor. No way: they Stalked by a wolf while picking morels
became as hard as nails but they were dried. en I
http://tinyurl.com/h6akh6n
thought I would grind them ﬁrst and then dry them in
the oven at very low temps. My oven setting on warm is

OYSTERS ON COFFEE
by David Porter. Reprinted from Mainely Mushrooms,
newsletter of the Maine Mycological Association, JulySeptember 2016.
Consider all those coﬀee grounds that we dispose of
every day. ey may go into the disposal, or into the
garden compost, or, better yet, reprocessed to grow
mushrooms. I have been collecting our daily grounds in
an empty milk or juice carton. After the carton is about
two-thirds full, I inoculate it with Pleurotus ostreatus
spawn. After the mycelium has completely colonized
the grounds, I cut a hole in the carton and in a week a
crop of mushrooms appears (photo). Frequent spritzing
with water as the mushrooms are developing prevents
them from desiccating. Good eating, but no coﬀee
ﬂavor in the mushrooms that I could detect.
To view David’s article with the photos, go to
http://tinyurl.com/h6fm2ab

PHOTO BY NElS ANDERSON

Nels Anderson’s dried Maiitake “meal”

PHOTO BY DAVID PORTER

Yes, those are oysters growing on coffee grounds in a juice carton!
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WHO’S IN A NAME?
Listerella paradoxa
by John Dawson (ﬁfty-ﬁfth in a series)

As its speciﬁc epithet suggests, Listerella paradoxa is a
very unusual slime mold whose proper classiﬁcation is
still unsettled.
Believed for many years to occur only on lichens of the
genus Cladonia, it was later found on substrates such as
pine needles and dead oak leaves and in moist bark
cultures from trees such as birch. Because its tiny sessile
sporangia, only .1 to .3 millimeters in diameter,1 and its
capillitia, which resemble strings of pearls, are unlike
those of any other myxomycete, it is the sole species in
its genus, and Listerella is the only genus in the family
Listeraceae — both named in honor of the British
myxomycetologists Arthur and Gulielma Lister.
Like his father and grandfather before him, Arthur
Lister (born 17 April 1830) was a Quaker and a London
wine merchant. But the Lister family was also promi-

Arthur Lister

Gulielma Lister

nent in science: Arthur’s father, Joseph Jackson Lister,
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society for having
designed the ﬁrst microscope objective that corrected
for both chromatic and spherical aberration, and his
brother Joseph was famed worldwide for his introduction of antiseptic practices in surgery.
e youngest of four sons among his father’s seven children, Arthur Lister’s interest in natural history began
while he was still a child, but his devotion to slime
molds began only after his retirement in 1888, when he
was ﬁfty-seven. After gradually developing his identiﬁcation skills he enlisted his daughter Gulielma2 to assist
him in taking notes on and preparing drawings of the
slime molds in the herbaria at the British Museum, the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, and the Paris Natural
History Museum, as well as the collection of Anton de
Bary at the University of Strasbourg. e main result of
their eﬀorts, in addition to numerous journal articles,
was A Monograph of the Mycetozoa, published under
the imprint of the British Museum in 1894.
In 1873, Arthur was elected to fellowship in the Linnean
Society, of which he served as vice-president during
1896-7. e following year, he was elected a Fellow of
the Royal Society, and a decade later served as president
of the British Mycological Society.
Arthur Lister died on 19 July 1908, but the work he had
begun was carried further by Gulielma during the next
forty years, during which she became recognized as a
world authority on the myxomycetes. In 1911, she
produced an expanded second edition of her father’s
monograph and in 1925 a third edition, further enlarged
and illustrated with her own exquisite watercolor paintings of slime molds, their spores and capillitia.

Slime mold illustration by Gulielma Lister

Now a rare book, “the latter remains a classic – a key work
on the taxonomy and nomenclature of the Myxomycetes.”3
(continues on the next page)

1 Photomicrographs of its sporangia may be found on p. 159 of the ﬁrst volume of Neubert, Nowotny and Baumann’s Die Myxomyceten and on p. 76 of the Atlas volume of Poulain,
Meyer and Bozonnet’s Les Myxomycètes.
2 Born 28 October 1860, the third of the four daughters among Arthur’s seven children, she was her father’s constant companion and never married.
3 Quoted from the entry on her in the (British) Dictionary of National Biography. Other sources consulted for this article include the entry on Joseph Jackson Lister in the
Dictionary of Scientiﬁc Biography, the obituary memoir of Gulielma Lister in the Transactions of the British Mycological Society 33 (1950), pp. 165–166 (from which the portrait
of her reproduced here was scanned), and the entries on both Arthur and Gulielma Lister on pp. 111–112 of Geoﬀrey C. Ainsworth’s Brief Biographies of British Mycologists. I
was also privileged recently to view some of the correspondence between Gulielma Lister and Willam Farlow that is preserved in the Farlow Herbarium at Harvard University,
and to be allowed to photograph two of the colored drawings accompanying Gulielma’s letters to Farlow, both of which are reproduced here.
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COLORING CONTEST
DEADLINE EXTENDED
If you were planning on entering
NJMA’s first Coloring Contest
and time just got away from you,
it is still not too late to enter.

The deadline for entries has been
extended to August 1st.
Another slime mold illustration by Gulielma Lister

Gulielma was one of the 100 “foundation members” of
the British Mycological Society, and was its president
twice, in 1912 and 1932. In 1904, she was one of the ﬁrst
women to be elected a fellow of the Linnean Society and
served as its vice-president in 1929. In 1907, she
became a member of the Essex Field Club, of which she
was “long one of its leading spirits, participating regularly in its forays” and contributing specimens to the
club’s museum in Stratford.4 She became the ﬁrst
woman president of that organization in 1916, after
which she served as permanent vice-president until her
death on 18 May 1949.
A sixty-year record of the Listers’ investigations is
preserved in 74 research notebooks compiled by them,
which Gulielma bequeathed to the Natural History
division of the British Museum along with many of her
original watercolor paintings.
4

Ibid.

KATY lYNESS

ARE YOU DRAWN TO
DRAWING MUSHROOMS?
We are always interested in receiving accurate hand drawings,
sketches, or artwork in any variety of media to grace our pages.
While we cannot guarantee that your work will be published, we do
file each submission and consider it for use either in conjunction with
specific articles or for use as backgrounds or supplemental art when
needed. You retain your copyrights and you’ll be credited in all cases.
Contact our Art Director Jim Barg at jimbarg@bssmedia.com for
more information or to submit your work.

Details of the contest, as well as the
“entry form,” are available in the last
NJMA News (Issue 46-3, May–June 2016)

WELCOME TO ALL OF OUR
NEW NJMA MEMBERS!
We’d like to extend a warm welcome
to the following members who joined us
between April 25, 2016 and June 20, 2016.
We look forward to seeing you at lectures,
forays, and other NJMA events.
Happy ’shrooming!
Paul Coughlin

Little Egg Harbor, NJ

Ayesha Dolasa

Bridgewater, NJ

Magdalena Furniss

Princeton, NJ

Isabelle Jars

Lawrence Twp., NJ

Albert Karvois

Princeton, NJ

Seng Chanh Pham

La Crosse, WI

William Plowman

Medford, NJ

Jack Poole

Ridgewood, NJ

Tammy Schane

Doylestown, PA

Gail Tarsitano

Yardley, PA

Peter Watson

Barrington, NJ

Allen Won

Mountainside, NJ

Nicholas Zmijeski

Chatham, NJ
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BOOK REVIEW

THE LAWS GUIDE TO NATURE
DRAWING AND JOURNALING

transparent surfaces, and rendering textures such as
scales, fur, and slime.

Not being trained as a scientist, I found his guidance in
recording scientiﬁc information particularly useful.
e Laws Guide to Nature Drawing Laws has a mantra: “I notice, I wonder, It reminds me
of ”. What better starting point is there for scientiﬁc
and Journaling
discoveries? ere is also a whole section on
written and illustrated by John Muir Laws
“Quantifying your observations” in which he outlines
Published by Heyday Publishing, 2015.
exercises to improve one’s ability to intuit distances and
312 pages
quantities. He suggests bringing a “curiosity kit”
ISBN 13: 978-1597143158
ISBN-10: 1597143154
including such things as a hand lens, a compass, and
tape or a glue stick – so one can include actual objects
in their journal. He also stresses simple things like
Some years ago, I took an excellent class at the New including the date, time of day, location, and weather
York Botanical Garden entitled “Introduction to Plant condition with your drawings. He even gives hints in
Science”. It was taught by a man you may have heard of how to visually record bird songs.
– Gary Lincoﬀ. At this stage in my life, I had just started
my ﬁrst backyard garden and was a new member of Laws also gives great tips on making one’s journal pages
NJMA. More to the point, I was a super enthusiastic visually interesting, showing how to include scientiﬁc
neophyte. Everything to do with growing things fasci- information in attractive, readable ways.
nated me. One of the class assignments was to record Beyond this book’s informational importance, it is a joy
our experience with the natural world in a daily nature to read. Law’s narrative tone is friendly, encouraging,
journal. I took on this project as only an “enthusiastic and self-eﬀacing. He describes himself as being incredneophyte” can, and it was a wonderful experience. e ibly dyslexic and is not afraid to point out where his
act of keeping a journal focused my exuberance, giving drawings miss the mark. His numerous illustrations are
me a place to contemplate and record. ough I have interesting, informative, sometimes humorous and…
since ﬁlled dozens of sketch books with “plant beautiful.
portraits”, I didn’t keep up with my aforementioned
nature journal. From time to time I would get it out and e Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and Journaling is a
re-live my past enthusiasm, curiosity, and wonder. But marvelous resource book for anyone interested in
never started another true nature journal…that is, until creating a nature journal – beginner or experienced
now…and it is all due to John Muir Laws.
artist. Is at once: a “how-to” in techniques for using
watercolor, graphite, ink, colored pencil, and gauche; a
His book, e Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and step-by-step guide to drawing ﬂowers, all sorts of
Journaling is not just a how-to book of drawing plants animals, birds, trees, landscapes, and, yes…mushand animals. It is a comprehensive course in how to use rooms; a technical guide to recording scientiﬁc inforthese skills to more fully experience the world. He mation; a book of tips to make a nature journal visually
describes how the act of drawing or painting is as much compelling, and ultimately an inspirational guide to
about sitting still and observing, as it is about the experiencing the world around us.”
resulting work of art. e added bonus is that the
careful recording in a journal of what one sees, hears, e most valuable aspect of this book for me was not
smells and feels is a memory marker one can go back to that it taught me how to draw, but that it reminded me
at a future date or share with others.
of why I draw.
a book review by Katy Lyness

e how-to sections of the book are excellent. Laws
succinctly describes, step-by-step, each technique with
beautiful illustrations and helpful hints. He explains
how to put together a simple ﬁeld kit you will actually
remember to take with you. He outlines an artist’s
special needs when working outside in the elements.
For example, he suggests using a toned paper when
drawing in the bright sun to lessen the harsh reﬂection.
He gives insightful instruction in drawing, focusing on
the balance between what one knows of the structure of
the plant or animal and what one observes. He also has
a wonderful section on color theory and practice. He
includes solutions to such problems as creating depth,
drawing a moving animal, simulating iridescence and

NOTE: ALL REVIEWED BOOKS ARE
AVAILABLE FROM NJMA’S
ROBERT PEABODY LIBRARY
All of the sixty books that have been reviewed in NJMA
News over the past several years, as well as hundreds of
other titles, are available for NJMA members in good
standing to borrow. It is a great way for you to get a look
at the books and decide whether you wish to buy a copy
to add to your collection.
Contact Igor Safonov, the library’s Circulation Manager
(njmycomember@gmail.com) to make arrangements
to borrow the book(s).
NJMA NEWS
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BOOK REVIEWS

UNSEEN CITY: THE MAJESTY OF
PIGEONS, THE DISCREET CHARM
OF SNAILS & OTHER WONDERS OF
THE URBAN WILDERNESS
a book review by Luke Smithson

Unseen City: e Majesty
of Pigeons, the Discreet
Charm of Snails & Other
Wonders of the Urban
Wilderness
by Nathanael Johnson
Published by Rodale Press, 2016.
258 pages
ASIN: B013X9F1O4

Unseen City by Nathanael Johnson is a tale of an urban
dweller deciding to teach his very young daughter about
the joys of nature even though they live deep within the
urban jungle. After his daughter’s repeated requests to
identify every sidewalk-dwelling tree they pass reignites
the author’s childhood passion for nature identiﬁcation,
Johnson decides to start really looking at the natural
world around him and his daughter. After all, just
because we live in cities doesn’t mean there aren’t other
life forms all around us.
I found this book particularly interesting because I live
in Philadelphia and I have a passion for nature identiﬁcation that started in my childhood. I am also trying to
teach my two city born daughters about the wonders of
the natural world. When we walk outside of our house,
we see a block full of closely spaced twin homes with
tiny lawns. But when we look closer, as the author is
urging us all to do throughout his book, we see Linden
trees across the street. And when we inspect these trees
a little more closely, we notice the squirrels and birds
and insects that make these trees their home. We spot a
minimum of three types of lichen that live on the bark,
the moss at the base of the tree and the tiny polypore
mushrooms that we can sometimes ﬁnd on the windblown twigs after a storm. is is exactly the point of
this book: ere is life all around us if we are willing to
take the time to notice it.
Johnson narrates his story through the actions of his
daughter but also devotes each of the nine main chapters to a plant or animal that is common in urban
dwellings. Sorry, not much mushroom action in this
book, although he does mention identifying mushrooms
a time or two when he discusses the challenges of using
dichotomous keys. Each chapter takes on a speciﬁc
urban life form, such as pigeons, ginkgo trees or ants,
and explores their natural history, life cycles and their
relationships to humans in urban dwellings. e chap-

ters stand alone as interesting articles, making this book
a pretty quick, somewhat light read at just over 200
pages. ere is also a detailed bibliography for readers
that are inspired to further explore any of the subjects.
is book is an interesting read on two levels. First, in
the way that it explores the lives of plants and animals
that are not often thought about; the invisible and the
reviled in Johnson’s own words. Turkey buzzards and
crows may not be the most glamorous birds around, but
they are our neighbors and thrive alongside humans.
ey are more complex than many of us realize, and
Johnson deeply explores their lives in this book. It is
also interesting in the way it challenges us to view the
urban world; not as a place that is separate from nature
but as a place where nature is still working its magic,
constantly ﬁnding new ways to survive and thrive.
Lovers of nature, whether urban dwellers or country
folk, will enjoy this book.

MAGIC MUSHROOMS
IN RELIGION AND ALCHEMY
a book review by Bob Saunders

Magic Mushrooms in Religion
and Alchemy
by Clark Heinrich
Published by Park Street Press, 2002.
256 pages
ISBN 13: 978-0892819973
ISBN-10: 0892819979

Fair warning: is book is NOT about the identiﬁcation, classiﬁcation or cooking of fungi.
It is the author’s interpretation of various myths and
religious writings, and their relation to hallucinatory
mushrooms. He gives depth to the new term for hallucinogens – entheogens – drugs that let you see God.
His background includes studying extensively with an
esoteric Christian mystic and a yoga guru who did not
speak (but did write). He did not study with anyone
whose tradition includes the ritual use of entheogens,
such as some shamans.
To start, he analyzes in detail the Hindu holy writings
called the Rig Veda. According to Christopher Hobbs,
the renowned herbalist and mycologist, there are over
1000 verses that sing the praises of the plant drug Soma.
Heinrich quotes many Vedic verses where the description of its eﬀects might refer equally to those of
Amanita muscaria (ﬂy agaric), loosely speaking.
For instance, in one legend, Vishna holds up a mountain
with one ﬁnger to shelter the people of a village from
torrential rains. If you picture this, you might see a
mushroom shape. So, to the author, this refers to A.
(continues on next page)
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muscaria and its eﬀects. To this reviewer, it seems like
a stretch of logic, but it is typical of the author’s
reasoning, and his analysis of hidden symbols,
throughout the book.

THE NEW WILDCRAFTED CUISINE:

Other claims include:
• e “apple” in the Garden of Eden” was ﬂy agaric.
• e “Burning bush” that spoke to Moses was also A.
muscaria.
• Jesus was the leader of a mushroom cult with secret
food, drink, and rites that were never recorded. As
Heinrich says, “…I believe that most of his myth
reﬂects the use of ﬂy agaric.” (or perhaps ergot).
Again, he oﬀers a parallel, “Like Jesus, the ﬂy agaric is
born a virgin, that is, the unplowed earth, and has no
apparent father…”
• e Holy Grail, the Philosopher’s Stone, and the
Unicorn exist, but they are really references to A.
muscaria.

e New Wildcrafted Cuisine:
Exploring the Exotic Gastronomy
of Local Terroir

And more.
e author’s analysis of religious writing is interesting,
but basically ridiculous.
To his credit he did try ﬂy agaric himself, extensively,
and recounts some of his experiences. Although Gary
Lincoﬀ lists it as poisonous, Heinrich maintains there is
only a single fatality ever recorded. From his experiments, I would recommend you be sure to use dried,
not fresh, Amanita muscaria and be prepared for
nausea, extreme sweating and salivation, and unconsciousnessas regular side eﬀects.

RECIPE FILE

EXPLORING THE EXOTIC GASTRONOMY OF
LOCAL TERROIR
a book review by Bob Hosh

by Pascal Baudar
Published by Chelsea Green Publishing, 2016.
432 pages
ISBN 13: 978-1603586061
ISBN-10: 1603586067

This is a most unusual book! Filled with gorgeous
photographs and off-the-wall recipes, it is a real treat to
read! It is not a wild foods guidebook! It is somewhere in
the realm of the haute cuisine of wild foods or, at best,
the author’s interpretation of such. He introduces and
uses the co ncept of “terroir” in cooking what he forages.
Terroir is the concept developed by the grape growers of
France to define the quality of the wines made from
their grapes. It is best explained as all the environmental
factors that affect a crop’s epigenetic qualities. So what
you forage should reflect the habitat the foraged item
grew or was collected in. Thus, you will encounter a
recipe in the book such as: Pears Cooked in Forest Floor!
The pears are cooked with the following:
40% forest grass (grassy green flavors)
15% fall leaves (mostly willow and a bit of cottonwood) – bitter and musky flavors)
25% aromatics (mugwort, sagebrush, wild fennel,
rabbit tobacco, [Wright’s cudweed], black sage)
15% fig leaves (fruity and fig flavors)
5% fresh turkey tail mushrooms (earthy and musky
flavors)

Roasted Hen of the Woods

Or you could try “Rosin Baked Potatoes” For this dish,
Recipe contributed by Corinne Waibie,
you forage lots of resin from pines and process it into
Mycological Association of Washington Culinary Chair useable form.
• 1 lb. maitake / hen of the woods
• 6 sprigs fresh thyme (minced), or 3/4 tsp. dried
• 4-5 tablespoons olive oil
• sea salt
• black pepper
1. Put the oven rack in the middle position and
preheat the oven to 325 degrees F.
2. Piece the mushrooms into small clusters, then toss
with the olive oil, thyme, salt and pepper.
3. Place clusters single layer on a sheet pan and roast
until the mushrooms are golden brown and crisp
around the edges (45-50 minutes).
Serves 3-4

Or how about Pickled Oyster Mushrooms with Wild
Seeds; the wild seeds being foraged black mustard, field
mustard, nettles, white sage, black sage, lamb’s quarters,
evening primrose, sedge, etc.
The book is divided into captioned sections:
Winter – The Forest Time
Spring – The Green Time
Summer – The Berries and Fruits Time
Fall – The Seeds Time
Each section focuses on what is available for foraging
during that season. However, the book is southern
California centric; that is where the author lives, forages
and teaches his craft. It is filled with recipes for things
like pine needle vinegar, pickled unripe black walnuts,
(continues on next page)
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pickled yucca fruits, etc.
The author also provides recipes for making wine and
beer and other fermented foods. Among them are
Elderberry wine, Elderflower Cordial, etc.

BOOK REVIEW

MUSHROOMS OF THE NORTHEAST
a book review by Nathaniel Whitmore

Mushrooms of the Northeast
by Teresa Marrone and Walt Sturgein

This volume is not for the beginning forager! Many of
the recipes are labor intensive and rather complicated.
Baudar has worked with Michelin-starred restaurants
in the Los Angeles area supplying them with wild ingredients for their menus.

Published by Adventure Publications, 2016.
288 pages
ISBN 13: 978-1591935919
ISBN-10: 1591935911

To summarize; the book is not a foraging field guide,
although he does provide descriptions and photographs
of things that he forages. Nor is the book a survival
guide. So if you want to try cooking exotic dishes using
the wild foods you forage, give this book a try!

I have been using this book through the spring mushroom season and have found it quite useful. For those
with a decent mycologic library, small pocket books can
be of questionable value. Sure, they ﬁt in the pocket, but
do they mostly cover known mushrooms? Do they
touch on enough species variety to be helpful in the
PRESERVING THE HARVEST
ﬁeld? Some of the usefulness of pocket guides is left to
by Michaeline. Reprinterd from Mainely Mushrooms, newsletter of chance. Variability is so great that you might just be
the Maine Mycological Association, July-September 2016
ﬁnding species that are not in your book. Sometimes,
Remember the bounty of August 2014? Remember how however, chance has it that a book works remarkably
scarce mushrooms were, not just in August, but during well to describe what you are ﬁnding.
most of 2015? It’s just not always like going to the store.
Next time there’s a bounty, do you want to put some Mushrooms of the Northeast turned out to be quite
helpful to me through the spring. It overcomes some of
eﬀort in to preserve mushrooms for a poor season?
the limitations of its size by discussing subspecies and
related species in many of the entries. Right away, I
Here are a couple of simple methods:
gained some insight relating to some common mushFreezing: Clean the mushrooms, break, tear or cut into rooms with confusing taxonomy, ﬁrst with the Fawn
sizes that you will use, place in a hot pan, without any Mushroom – one of tentative taxonomy that always
fat, toss and stir with a bit of salt until they release leaves me wanting for more comprehensive literature.
liquid, and cook down just a bit. Place a metal bowl in a Marrone and Sturgeon give a very satisfying descripbasin of cold water; pour the mushrooms and the liquid tion, “compare” section explaining related and similar
into to bowl to chill. In the meantime, cook the next species, and included a couple of nice pictures.
batch of mushrooms. When the mushrooms are cool, Impressive for a book small enough to ﬁt in your pocket
pour them and their liquid into zip-lock bags. Freeze (Unlike many so-called “pocket guides”, this one really
ﬂat. To use, no need to thaw, just add frozen to the does ﬁt in a pocket. I tested it in a couple of jeans, a
recipe. is works best for ﬂeshy mushrooms such as jacket, and even shirt pockets!). It is a deﬁnite addition
Agaricus, Hypomyces, Chanterelles, even Boletes, to other guides.
changing texture and ﬂavor less than drying.
Drying: It’s hard to dry mushrooms in Maine without a ey also did a great job with the Oyster Mushrooms.
dryer, either a solar one you can make, or an electric While many books just display one species and only
one. Our climate is just too damp. Clean the mush- some explain that Pleurotus is a species complex or
rooms, slice thinly, checking for insect larvae (they will describe related species, this one clearly describes
hatch, to turn your preserved mushrooms to frass…). several species, including one that I was lucky enough
Place in the dryer and leave until they are as crisp as to ﬁnd several times this spring, the Aspen Oyster (P.
chips, If you can bend them, they’re not dry enough. populinus). Again, it is quite satisfying to see all this
Store in an airtight jar. Black trumpets are excellent information packed into one little book.
dried, traditionally ceps (porcini), other boletes, honey
mushrooms are dried. To use, re-hydrate until soft in My satisfaction held up through descriptions of
warm water or wine. Cook ﬁrst in their soaking liquid Agrocybe, Oak Collybia, Corals, and Rooting Collybia.
until it evaporates, then add to a pan with fat, and cook is is a surprisingly thorough little book and a worthwhile addition to our regional guides. I have a feeling that
as you wish, or add them to a soup pot.
I will be recommending this as a good beginner’s book
Either way, it’s a special treat out of season.
and as a handy pocket guide for years to come.
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